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Abstract
We obtain a scalar inequality, converse to the Jensen inequality. We also derive an op-
erator converse to the Jensen inequality. As special cases, we obtain inequalities, similar to
the Kantorovich one as well as some operator generalizations of them. Using some exterior
algebra, we prove a generalization of the Sylvester determinant theorem. We also deduce
some determinant analogs of the additive and multiplicative Kantorovich inequalities. © 2001
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
In this paper, we sharpen and generalize several well-known inequalities for
minors and eigenvalues of positive-definite matrices and operators.
Among others we obtain additive and multiplicative inequalities, converse to
Jensen’s, Fisher’s and Hadamard–Fisher’s inequalites. The main result of Sections 1
and 2 is Theorem 2.1, being an operator generalization of the converse to the Jensen
inequality (see Theorem 1.1).
Sections 3 and 4 contain determinant inequalities connected with Fisher and
Hadamard–Fisher inequalities. The proofs of most results in these sections are based
on some exterior algebra techniques.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we obtain an inequality, con-
verse to the Jensen inequality. We apply it to prove, for any continuous and con-
vex on Ta; bU function f and bounded self-adjoint operator A; a 6 A 6 b, the fol-
lowing inequality: 0 6 .f .A/h; h/ − f ..Ah; h// 6 c; h 2 H; khk D 1 with some
sharp constant c (see (1.2) and (1.3)).
Some analogs of the Greub–Rheinboldt and Wielandt inequalities are obtained
too.
In Section 2 we use Theorem 1.1 to obtain its operator generalizations. The main
result of this section is Theorem 2.1. For example, it contains the following inequal-
ities:
nX
iD1
if .Ai/ − f
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
6 c1.a; b/  I;
nX
iD1
if .Ai/ 6 c2.a; b/  f
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
;
where f is convex on Ta; bU and aI 6 Ai 6 bI: The proof of these results is based
on the results of Section 1 and the well-known Najimark theorem [1].
In particular, for f .t/ D t−1 we derive the following operator generalizations of
the multiplicative and additive Kantorovich inequalities:
nX
iD1
iA
−1
i 6
.a C b/2
4ab

 
nX
iD1
iAi
!−1
; 0 < aI 6 Ai 6 bI;
0 6
nX
iD1
iAi −
 
nX
iD1
iA
−1
i
!−1
6 .
p
b − pa/2  I:
Section 3 is mainly devoted to some generalizations and complements to Fan Ky’s
inequalities [10] for minors and eigenvalues.
We also establish a generalization of the Sylvester determinant identity [11] (see
Theorem 3.1) and apply it for proving some new inequalities.
In Section 4 we apply the results of Section 1 as well as the exterior algebra
techniques developed in Section 2 to inverse and strengthen some inequalities for
minors. In particular, we derive from the Mond and Shisha inequality [24] (see (1.7))
the following additive converse to the Fisher inequality:
0 6 jA1;kjjAj −
1
jAkC1;nj 
.
p
bk − pak/2
akbk
;
where ak VD 1    k; bk VD n−kC1    n and .A/ D f1 6 2 6    6 ng is
the spectrum of the matrix A:
In the sequel we preserve the following notations.
Let H be a separable Hilbert space and TH U be the set of all bounded operators on
H: As usual .A/ stands for the spectrum of an opetator A 2 TH U:
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An operator A D A is said to be positive-definite if .Af; f / > "kf k2 for all
f 2 H with some " > 0: In this case we write A > 0:
As usual
Hr D H ^    ^ H| {z }
r9times
and Cr.A/ D A ^    ^ A| {z }
r9times
stand for the exterior powers of a Hilbert space H and operator A; defined on this
space.
We denote by A.I / the submatrix of a matrix A lying in the rows and columns
with numbers from the subsets  and  of f1; : : : ; ng, respectively, A./ VD A.I /
be a principal submatrix of A of size jj  jj; where jj stands for the number of
elements of :
For brevity, the principal submatrix A.l; l C 1; : : : ;m/ will be referred to as Al;mI
jAj D det A stands for the determinant of a matrix A:
We recall the concept of the shorted operator, we will need in the sequel.
Definition 0.1 T16U. For any A 2 TH U; A > 0; and arbitrary subspace N  H there
exists the maximal element in the set M.A;N/ D fD j 0 6 D 6 A; D.D/  Ng:
This element, introduced by Krein [16] (see also [1.2]), is denoted by AN and is
referred to as the shorted (to N/ operator.
Let H D N?  N be an orthogonal decomposition of a Hilbert space H: With
respect to this decomposition the operator A 2 TH U admits the representation
A D

A11 A12
A21 A22

:
Since A > 0; the operator T VD A−1=211 A12,1 is well-defined and bounded, and the
shorted operator AN takes the form AN D A22 − T T : It is usually called (see [3])
the Shur complement of A with respect to A11: If A11 is boundedly invertible, one
has AN D A22 − A21A−111 A12:
1. Inversing Jensen’s inequality and Kantorovich’s inequality
Let f be a convex on Ta; bU function. Then the well-known Jensen’s inequality
holds true for arbitrary i > 0 with
Pn
1 i D 1:
nX
iD1
if .xi/ > f
 
nX
1
ixi
!
8xi 2 Ta; bU:
Denote k VD .f .b/ − f .a//=.b − a/: Let us set
1 We put A−1=211 x D 0 for x 2 ker A11:
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U VD f.x; y/V x 2 Ta; bU; f .x/ 6 y 6 k.x − a/ C f .a/g: (1.1)
and
Dn VD
(
.1; : : : ; n/V i > 0 8i 2 f1; : : : ; ng;
nX
i
i D 1
)
:
Lemma 1.1. Let G.x; y/ be a continuous function; increasing in y and let f be a
convex on Ta; bU function. Then
G
 
nX
1
ixi;
nX
1
if .xi/
!
6 max
x2Ta;bUG.x; k.x − a/ C f .a//
with k D .f .b/ − f .a//=.b − a/ the equality takes place for some xi 2 Ta; bU and
some  D .1; : : : ; n/ 2 Dn:
Proof. It is clear that for all xi 2 Ta; bU and for all  D .1; : : : ; n/ 2 Dn the point
.x; y/ D
 
nX
1
ixi;
nX
1
if .xi/
!
2 U:
Moreover, such points run through the domain U: Thus, since G increases in y, then
G.x; y/ 6 G.x; k.x − a/ C f .a//; which is what had to be proved. 
Now let G.x; y/ D y − f .x/: Then, applying Lemma 1.1 to this function, we
arrive at:
Proposition 1.1. Let f be continuous and convex on Ta; bU: Then
0 6
nX
iD1
if .xi/ − f
 
nX
1
ixi
!
6 k.x0 − a/ C f .a/ − f .x0/ DV c1 (1.2)
with k as above and x0 .2 Ta; bU/ being the solution of the equation f 0.x/ D k:
Unfortunately, in general, the constant c1 is rather difficult to find. Therefore, it
is useful to have a rougher estimate (which is valid not only for convex functions),
provided by the following:
Proposition 1.2. Let x1; : : : ; xn 2 Ta; bU and f .x/ 2 C2Ta; bU be an arbitrary twice
continuously differentiable function; such that m VD maxx2Ta;bU f 00.x/ > 0: Let also
 VD .1; : : : ; n/ 2 Dn and Nx VD 1x1 C    C nxn: Then the inequality
nX
iD1
if .xi/ 6 f . Nx/ C m.b − a/
2
8
DV f . Nx/ C c2 (1.3)
holds true.
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Proof. Making use of the Taylor formula we obtain
f .xi/ D f . Nx/ C .xi − Nx/f 0. Nx/ C .xi − Nx/
2
2
f 00.i/
and therefore
nX
iD1
if .xi/ D f . Nx/ C
nX
iD1
i.xi − Nx/2
2
f 00.i/:
Bearing in mind the definition of c2 we arrive at
nX
iD1
if .xi/6f . Nx/ C m2
nX
iD1
i.xi − Nx/2
Df . Nx/ C m
2
2
4 nX
iD1
ix
2
i − 2
 
nX
iD1
ixi
!2
C
 
nX
iD1
ixi
!235
Df . Nx/ C m
2
2
4 nX
iD1
ix
2
i −
 
nX
iD1
ixi
!235 :
Setting in (1.2) f .x/ D x2 one derives P ix2i − (P ixi2 6 .b − a/2=4: Com-
bining the last two inequalities we arrive at the required one. 
Remark 1.1. We emphasize that inequality (1.3) holds true for an arbitrary (not
only convex) function f with m D max f 00.x/ > 0:
Now one easily obtains the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and A D A 2 B.H/ be a bounded self-
adjoint operator in H; such that aI 6 A 6 bI:
.a/ If f is a continuous and convex on Ta; bU function; then
0 6 .f .A/h; h/ − f ..Ah; h// 6 c; h 2 H; jhk D 1 (1.4)
with c D c1; where c1 is defined by .1:2/.
.b/ If m D max f 00.x/ > 0; then inequality .1:4/ is valid with c D c2; where c2 is
defined by .1:3/.
.c/ If f .x/ > 0 is continuous; convex and positive on Ta; bU; then
1 6 .f .A/h; h/
f ..Ah; h//
6 k.t0 − a/ C f .a/
f .t0/
DV c3; h 2 H; jhk D 1; (1.5)
where t0 is the solution of the equation kf .t0/ D .k.t0 − a/ C f .a//f 0.t0/:
.d/ If f 0.x/ > 0 and .f −1  f /.x/ D x; then
06f −1..f .A/h; h// − .Ax; x/
6f −1.k.t0 − a/ C f .a// − t0; h 2 H; khk D 1; .1:40/
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where t0 is the solution of the equation f 0.f −1.k.t0 − a/ C f .a/// D k:
.e/ If f 0.x/ > 0 and f .x/ > 0 and a > 0; then
1 6 f
−1..f .A/h; h//
.Ah; h/
6 f
−1.k.t0 − a/ C f .a//
t0
; h 2 H; jhk D 1; (1.50)
where t0 is the solution of the equation kt0 D f 0.f −1.y0//  f −1.y0/ with y0 D
k.t0 − a/ C f .a/:
Proof. (a) Let E be the resolution of identity of the operator A and .t/ VD .Eth; h/:
Then inequality (1.4) takes the form
0 6
bZ
a
f .t/ d.t/ − f
0
@ bZ
a
t d.t/
1
A 6 c1:
If one replaces the integrals in this inequality by integral sums, the inequality takes
the form
0 6
X
if .ti/ − f
X
i ti

6 c1
and coincides with (1.2). Now one obtains the required inequality, passing to the
limit.
(b) One derives it from (1.3) arguing as before.
(c) May be easily derived from Lemma 1.1, applied to the function G.x; y/ D
y=f .x/ and the same arguments as in (a).
(d) and (e) easily follow from Lemma 1.1, applied to the functions G.x; y/ D
f −1.y/ − x and G.x; y/ D f −1.y/=x, respectively. 
Now the following corollary (containing the well-known Kantorovich inequality)
easily follows:
Corollary 1.1. Let khk D 1: Then
.Ah; h/.A−1h; h/ 6 .a C b/
2
4ab
; (1.6)
0 6 .Ah; h/ − .A−1h; h/−1 6 .pb − pa/2; (1.7)
0 6 .A−1h; h/ − .Ah; h/−1 6 .
p
b − pa/2
ab
; (1.70)
.A2h; h/ − .Ah; h/2 6 .b − a/
2
4
; (1.8)
.A2h; h/1=2 − .Ah; h/ 6 .b − a/
2
4.b C a/; (1.8
0)
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.A2h; h/
.Ah; h/2
6 .a C b/
2
4ab
: (1.9)
Proof. One obtains (1.6) and (1.9) by setting in (1.5) f .t/ D t−1 and f .t/ D t2,
respectively.
Inequalities .1:70/ and (1.8) coincide with (1.4) for f .t/ D t−1 and f .t/ D t2,
respectively. Inequality (1.7) follows, if one changes in .1:70/ A for A−1:
Inequality .1:80/ follows from .1:40/ applied to f .t/ D t2 after simple calcula-
tions. 
Remark 1.2. Inequality (1.6) is the well-known Kantorovich inequality (cf. [5,17]).
There have been numerous papers devoted to the Kantorovich inequality. Among
them we mention [8,18,26,28,29,30]. Note also that the proofs in [8,30] are based on
convexity methods, close to our considerations (see the proof of Lemma 1.1).
There have also been many matrix generalizations of the Kantorovich inequality
(cf. [20–23]).
Inequality (1.7) is due to Mond and Shisha [24] (cf. also Styan [28]). For inequal-
ities (1.8) and .1:80/ also see [24,28]. Inequality (1.9) is due to Krasnoselskii–Krein
[15] and may be also found in Greub–Rheinboldt [13].
Corollary 1.2. Let A and B be positive-definite commuting operators in H such that
0 < m1  I 6 A 6 M1  I and 0 < m2  I 6 B 6 M2  I: Then
06.Bh;Bh/ − .Ah;Bh/
2
.Ah;Ah/
6 .
p
M1M2 − pm1m2/2
M1M2m1m2
.Ah;Bh/; h 2 H: (1.10)
Proof. One derives this inequality from (1.7) (namely, from its general version
(without khk D 1// taking the operator AB−1 instead of A and vector .AB/1=2h
instead of h. 
Remark 1.3. This inequality is an additive analog of the inequality
.Ah;Ah/.Bh;Bh/ 6 .M1M2 C m1m2/
2
M1M2m1m2
.Ah;Bh/2 (1.100)
established by Greub and Rheinboldt [13] and is deduced from (1.70) just like their
inequality (1.100) is deduced from the Kantorovich inequality.
Proposition 1.3. Let b  I > A > a  I > 0 and g; h 2 H be orthogonal vectors;
g ? h: Then
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.Ag; g/.Ah; h/
j.Ag; h/j2 >
ab
.
p
b − pa/2.Ag; g/ C 1 (1.11)
and
j.Ag; h/j2 6 .pb − pa/2.Ah; h/: (1.110)
Proof. Let QA2 be the two-dimensional Gramm matrix generated by the operator A
is the subspace E2 D spanfg; hg with g ? h:
QA2 D

.Ag; g/ .Ag; h/
.Ah; g/ .Ah; h/

; g ? h:
It is clear that a  I 6 QA2 6 b  I: Applying inequality .1:90/ to the operator QA2 and
vector g and using the obvious identity
QA−12 D
1
.Ag; g/.Ah; h/ − j.Ag; h/j2

.Ah; h/ −.Ag; h/
−.Ah; g/ .Ag; g/

:
we arrive at the inequality
j.Ah; g/j2
.Ah; h/
D . QA2g; g/ − . QA−12 g; g/−1 6 .
p
b − pa/2: (1.12)
Thus, (1.110) is implied by (1.12). Inequality (1.11) follows from (1.7) in just the
same way. 
An inequality, very similar to the Kantorovich one is due to Wielandt [14]:
b − a
b C a
2
.Ag; g/.Ah; h/ > j.Ag; h/j2; g; h 2 H; g ? h: (1.13)
Clearly, Proposition 1.3 may be considered as an analog of the Wielandt inequality.
In [14] it is shown that the Kantorovich inequality (1.6) is a special case of Wie-
landt’s inequality. Just like it was done in the proof of Proposition 1.3 one derives
that the converse is also true, that is, the Wielandt inequality is a special case of the
Kantorovich one.
Arguing as in the proof of Corollary 1.1, one arrives at:
Proposition 1.4. Let A and B be positive-definite commuting operators in H such
that 0 < m1  I 6 A 6 M1  I and 0 < m2  I 6 B 6 M2  I: Then
M1M2 − m1m2
M1M2 C m1m2
2
.Ag;Ag/.Bh;Bh/ > j.Ag;Bh/j2p
M1M2 − pm1m2
2
.Ag;Ag/ > j.Ag;Bh/j2 8g; h 2 H; g ? h:
Proof. One immediately obtains the proof from the Wielandt inequality taking AB
instead of A; A1=2B−1=2g instead of g and A−1=2B1=2h instead of h. 
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2. Matrix extensions of the converse to the Jensen inequality
In this section we give several extensions of the inequalities from the previous
section.
Proposition 2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and A D A 2 B.H/ be a bounded self-
adjoint operator in H such that aI 6 A 6 bI: Let also P D P  D P 2 be an orthog-
onal projection.
.a/ If f is a continuous and convex on Ta; bU function; then
Pf .A/dPH − f .PAdPH/ 6 c1  IPH ; (2.1)
where c1 is defined by .1:2/:
.b/ If f .x/ > 0 is continuous; convex and positive on Ta; bU; then
Pf .A/dPH 6 c2  f .PAdPH/; (2.2)
where t0 is the solution of the equation kf .t/ D .k.t − a/ C f .a//f 0.t/:
.c/ If f 0.x/ > 0 and f −1  f D x; then
f −1.Pf .A/dPH/ − PAdPH 6 c3  IPH ; (2.3)
where t0 is the solution of the equation f 0.f −1.k.t0 − a/ C f .a/// D k:
.d/ If f 0.x/ > 0 and f .x/ > 0 and a > 0; then
f −1.Pf .A/dPH/ 6 c4  PAdPH; (2.4)
where t0 is the solution of the equation kt0 D f 0.f −1.y0//  f −1.y0/ with y0 D
k.t0 − a/ C f .a/:
Proof. (a) By convexity of f .x/, we have
f ...PAdPH/h; h//Df
Z b
a
t d.Eth; h/

6
Z b
a
f .t/ d.Eth; h/
D.f .PAdPH/h; h/ (2.5)
and therefore, by virtue of Theorem 1.1,
..Pf .A/dPH/h; h/ D .f .PAdPH/h; h/ 6 .f .A/h; h/ − f ..Ah; h// 6 c1
for all h D Ph; khk D 1: Thus, (a) is proved.
(b) In just the same manner, making use of Theorem 1.1(b) we arrive at
c2.f .PAdPH/h; h//>c2f ...PAdPH/h; h// D c2f ..Ah; h//
>.f .A/h; h/ D ..Pf .A/dPH/h; h/
for all h D Ph; khk D 1:
(c) and (d) may be proved in just the same way. 
In what follows we consider the matrix case dim H < 1: Pecaric et al. [27]
investigated the case of a singular (degenerate) matrix A; considering generalized
inverse AC instead of A−1:
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Let A be a nonnegative definite matrix of rank r and i; 1 6 i 6 r , be its nonzero
eigenvalues. Then we write
AC VD
rX
iD1
−1i Pi ;
where Pi is the spectral projection corresponding to i : Below a stands for the least
positive eigenvalue of A:
Corollary 2.1. Let A be an n  n nonnegative definite matrix of rank r with non-
zero eigenvalues b VD 1 >    > r DV a > 0 and PA D Pr1 Pi be the orthogonal
progection onto the image of A: Let also T be an n  t matrix such that PAT is a
partial isometry; i.e.; T PAT is idempotent. Then the following are trueV
T ACT 6 .a C b/
2
4ab
.T AT /C; (2.6)
0 6 T AT − .T ACT /C 6 .pb − pa/2T PAT; (2.7)
0 6 T ACT − .T AT /C 6 .
p
b − pa/2
ab
T PAT; (2.70)
T A2T − .T AT /2 6 .b − a/
2
4
T PAT; (2.8)
.T A2T /1=2 − T AT 6 .b − a/
2
4.b C a/T
PAT; (2.80)
T A2T 6 .a C b/
2
4ab
.T AT /2: (2.9)
Proof. One observes that since A D PAAPA D APA; then we may consider PAT
instead of T and thus we may write T T D It : Therefore, we may identify T with
the orthoprojection P onto the Im T ; since it is obvious that the restriction PAP dIm
T equals to T AT V PAP dIm T D T AT: Thus, for nonsingular A the required in-
equalities are implied by Theorem 2.1. The only problem is that A may be singular.
We note that though A may be singular, for each h 2 ran A we have x VD .Ah; h/ DP
i jhi j2 2 Ta; bU and y VD .f .A/h; h/ D Pf .i/jhi j2 with i 2 Ta; bU: Therefore,
the point .x; y/ lies in the domain U defined by (1.1). This makes it possible to apply
Lemma 1.1. In particular, for F.x; y/ D y − 1=x one has
.ACx; x/ − .Ax; x/−1 6 c1:
Now all the required inequalities (2.6)–(2.9) follow from Theorem 2.1 and Corollary
2.1 with very slight modifications.
We explain what has just been said, proving, for example, .2:70/. One obviously
has
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.BCx; x/ > .Bx; x/−1 for x 2 ran B
for nonnegative definite B and therefore (with PAP D B/
.PACPh; h/ − ..PAP/Ch; h/ 6 .ACPh;Ph/ − .APh; Ph/−1 6 c1:
This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.1. Inequality .2:70/ seems to be new.
In the case of a nonsingular matrix A, inequality (2.6) is due to Marchall and Olkin
[21]. For an arbitrary A (2.6) has been established by Pecaric et al. [27]. Inequalities
(2.7), .2:80/ and (2.9) for nonsingular matrices have been obtained by Mond and Pec-
aric [22]. We also mention a generalization of (2.6) due to Baksalary and Puntanen
[4]. Inequalities (2.6)–(2.9) (except for .2:70/, which seems to be new) have been
obtained in [27].
In the sequel we will need the following definition:
Definition 2.1 T1U. Let H be a Hilbert space. An operator function F.t/ 2 B.H/ de-
fined on Ta; bU is called a generalized resolution of the identity (or a normed positive
operator measure) if it satisfies the following conditions:
.a/ F .t2/ − F.t1/ is nonnegative definite for all t1; t2 2 R; t2 > t1;
.b/ Ft−0 D Ft ;
.c/ Fa D 0; Fb D I:
Recall the well-known Najimark theorem.
Najimark theorem T1; 25U. Let H be a Hilbert space and F.t/ be a generalized
resolution of the identity with values in B.H/; F .Ta; bU/ D I: Then there exists a
Hilbert space H1  H; containing H as a subspace and a resolution of the identity
Et 2 B.H/ such that Ea D 0; Eb D I and
F.D/ D PE.D/dH; (2.10)
where P D PH is the orthogonal projection in H1 onto H:
Now we are ready to prove the following:
Proposition 2.2. Let F.t/ be a generalized resolution of identity in H: Then under
the hypothesis of Theorem 2:1; the following inequalities are valid with the same
constants as in Theorem 2:1VZ b
a
f ./ dF./ − f
Z b
a
 dF./

6 c1  I; (2.11)
Z b
a
f ./ dF./ 6 c2  f
Z b
a
 dF./

; (2.12)
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f −1
Z b
a
f ./ dF./

−
Z b
a
 dF./ 6 c3  I; (2.13)
f −1
Z b
a
f ./ dF./

6 c4 
Z b
a
 dF./: (2.14)
Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the Najimark
theorem. Actually, choosing H and Et as in the Najimark theorem and setting A DR
 dE we get
PAP dH D
Z
 dF./ and Pf .A/P dH D
Z
f ./ dF./:
Now, one applies Theorem 2.1 to get the required inequalities. 
Theorem 2.1. Let H be a Hilbert space and Ai 2 B.H/; 1 6 i 6 n; be self-ad-
joint operators such that aI 6 Ai 6 bI 8i; 1 6 i 6 n: Let also i be positive real
numbers with
Pn
1 i D 1: If f is continuous and convex on Ta; bU; then under the hy-
pothesis of Theorem 2:1; the following inequalities are valid with the same constants
as in Theorem 2:1:
nX
iD1
if .Ai/ − f
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
6 c1  I; (2.15)
nX
iD1
if .Ai/ 6 c2  f
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
; (2.16)
f −1
 
nX
iD1
if .Ai/
!
−
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
6 c3  I; (2.17)
f −1
 
nX
iD1
if .Ai/
!
6 c4 
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!
: (2.18)
Proof. Let, for all i, Ei.t/ be the resolution of the identity of the operator Ai.1 6
i 6 n/: Next, we put
F.t/ VD
nX
iD1
iEi.t/:
One easily derives that
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Z b
a
 dF./D
nX
iD1
iAi;
(2.19)Z b
a
f ./ dF./D
nX
iD1
if .Ai/:
Clearly, F.t/ is a generalized resolution of the identity. Therefore, one completes the
proof combining (2.19) with Proposition 2.1. 
Now we apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain an analog of Corollary 2.1.
Corollary 2.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2:2 the following are trueV
nX
iD1
iA
−1
i 6
.a C b/2
4ab

 
nX
iD1
iAi
!−1
; (2.20)
0 6
nX
iD1
iAi −
 
nX
iD1
iA
−1
i
!−1
6 .
p
b − pa/2  I; (2.21)
0 6
nX
iD1
iA
−1
i −
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!−1
6 .
p
b − pa/2
ab
I; (2.210)
0 6
nX
iD1
iA
2
i −
 
nX
iD1
iAi
!2
6 .b − a/
2
4
 I; (2.22)
0 6
 
nX
iD1
iA
2
i
!1=2
−
nX
iD1
iAi 6
.b − a/2
4.b C a/  I; (2.22
0)
nX
iD1
iA
2
i 6
.a C b/2
4ab

 
nX
iD1
iAi
!2
: (2.23)
Proof. One easily derives the right-hand sides of the required inequalities from
Theorem 2.2 in just the same way as inequalities (1.6)–(1.9) have been derived from
Theorem 1.1. The left-hand sides of (2.21) and (2.220) are the well-known results on
the operator convexity of the functions t2 and t−1 (cf. [6,9,12,23]).
Remark 2.2. Corollary 2.2 has been inspired by Mond and Pecaric [23]. Name-
ly, they have obtained inequalities, close to (2.20) and (2.210), but only in the spe-
cial case of two m  m matrices. The constants, arising in their inequalities, depend
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on the eigenvalues of A−1=2BA−1=2 and provide a sharper estimate in inequalities
(2.20) and (2.210). But their method is based on simultaneous diagonalization and
can be generalized neither for the case of operators in an infinite dimensional Hilbert
space nor for the case of more than two matrices.
3. Sharpening the Fisher inequality
In this section we obtain some results being generalizations and complements of
Fan Ky’s results [10].
In contrast to his approach, our approach is based on some exterior algebra tech-
niques.
For the readers convenience we recall some notations and definitions from exte-
rior algebra, needed in the sequel.
Lemma 3.1. Let A and B be arbitrary n  n matrices and let .A/ D f1; : : : ; ng:
Then
.i/  .Cr.A// D fi1    ir j 1 6 i1 < i2 <    < ir 6 ng,
.ii/ Ck.AB/ D Ck.A/  Ck.B/
and in particular
Ck.A/
−1 D Ck.A−1/
(cf. [7,11]).
The following well-known result is very important for our considerations.
Lemma 3.2 T11;14U. Let B D A−1: Then for all ;   f1; : : : ; ng; we have
jB.I /j D 1jAj.−1/
P .;/jA.0I  0/j;
where P.a; / D Pi2 i CPj2 j; and 0 and  0 are the complements to f1; : : : ; ng
of the sets  and ; respectively.
Remark 3.1. The well-known Hodge  operation establishes duality between Ck
and Cn−k (cf. [7]). Making use of this duality one rewrites Lemma 3.2 in the form
Ck.A
−1/ D .Ck.A//−1 D .1=jAj/Cn−k.A/: (3.1)
Proposition 3.1. Let H be a positive-definite m  m matrix with the spectrum .H/
D f1 > 2 >    > mg: Then the inequalities
1
1    p 6
jHpC1;mj
jH j 6
pY
iD1
jH.1; 2; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ;m/j
jH j
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6

1=n−pC1 C    C 1=m
p
p
(3.2)
hold true for all 1 6 p 6 m:
Proof. Clearly, .H−1/ D f1=m >    > 1=1g and therefore j.H−1/1;pj >
1=.1   p/: According to the well-known result of Marcus and McGregor [17]
pY
iD1
.H−1ei ; ei/ 6

1=m−pC1 C    C 1=m
p
p
:
Then by virtue of the Hadamard [11,14] inequality, we derive
1
1    p 6 j.H
−1/1;pj 6
pY
iD1
.H−1ei ; ei/
6

1=n−pC1 C    C 1=n
p
p
: (3.3)
Now, making use of Lemma 3.2, we deduce j.H−1/1;pj D jHpC1;mj=jH j and
.H−1ei; ei / D jH.1; 2; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ;m/j=jH j:
Substituting these identities into (3.3), one arrives at (3.2). 
Corollary 3.1. Let A be a positive-definite n  n matrix with spectrum .A/ D
f1 >    > ng and 1 6 p 6 n: Then
n−pC1    n
.a/
6 jAjjApC1;nj
.b/
6
pY
iD1
jA.i; p C 1; p C 2; : : : ; n/j
jApC1;nj
.c/
6

1 C    C p
p
p
: (3.4)
Proof. Let now p D m in (3.2). Then it obviously takes the form
1
1    p D
1
jH j 6
pY
iD1
jH.1; 2; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ; p/j
jH j
6

1=1 C : : : C 1=p
p
p
: (3.5)
Let us apply this inequality to the marix H D .A−1/1;p: Then, by virtue of the duality
lemma, Lemma 3.2, we have
jH jDjApC1;nj=jAj; jH.1; 2; : : : ; i − 1; i C 1; : : : ; p/j
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DjA.i; p C 1; p C 2; : : : ; n/j=jAj: (3.6)
Moreover, .A−1/ D f1=n >    > 1=1g and thus, in accordance with the Poin-
care separation theorem we have 1=k 6 k 6 1=kCn−p for all k; 1 6 k 6 p:
Therefore 1=.1   p/ > n−pC1    n and 1=1 C    C 1=p 6 1 C    C p:
Combining these inequalities with (3.5) and making use of formulae (3.6) we arrive
at the required inequality (3.4). 
Remark 3.2. Inequalities (a) and (b) in (3.4) have been established by Fan Ky.
By virtue of the Fisher inequality one gets
jAj
jApC1;nj 6
pY
iD1
aii and
jA.i; p C 1; p C 2; : : : ; n/j
jApC1;nj 6 aii :
Therefore, the Fan Ky inequality (3.4(b)) may be considered as an improvement of
the Fisher inequality.
Corollary 3.2 (Hadamard–Fisher inequality [14]). Let A be a positive-definite matrix
and ;   f1; : : : ; ng: Then
jA. [ /j 6 jA./j  jA./jjA. \ /j : (3.7)
Proof. Let γ D fp C 1; : : : ; ng and f1; : : : ; ng D 1 [    [ l [ γ be a partition of
the set f1; : : : ; ng into not intersecting sets. By slightly modifying the proof of (3.2),
it is clear that the inequality
jAj
jApC1;nj >
jAj
jA.1/j 
jAj
jA.2/j   
jAj
jA.l/j (3.8)
hold, where i VD f1; : : : ; ngni : Let for simplicity  \  D γ and  [ 
D f1; : : : ; ng: Taking l D 2; 1 D nγ and 2 D nγ we arrive at (3.7). 
We also present another proof of (3.7), based on some properties of the shorted
operator (see Section 1). It will allow us to obtain (in Section 3) some estimates for
the determinant of the shorted operator.
Second Proof. Let γ D  \  and  D γ [ 1;  D γ [ 1; 1 \ 1 D ;: Let also
Hγ D spanfei j i 2 γ g: Then
jA. [ /j D jA./j  j.A. [ //H1 j;
jA./j D jA.γ /j  j.A.//H1 j
and therefore (3.7) may be rewritten as
j.A. [ //H1 j 6 j.A.//H1 j: (3.9)
In fact, a much stronger inequality holds
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.A. [ //H1 6 .A.//H1 :
This inequality is an immediate consequence of the following representation of the
shorted operator [1,16]:
.AH1
f; f / D inf
g2H
.A.f − g/; f − g/ 8f 2 H1 : (3.10)
Let, for brevity, A. [ / D A: Then, rewriting (3.10) for A./ D PAdH; we ar-
rive at
..A.//H1 f; f /D infg2Hγ .PAdH.f − g/; f − g/ D infg2Hγ .A.f − g/f − g/
> inf
g2H
.A.f − g/; f − g/ D .AH1 f; f /;
that is .A. [ //H1 6 .A.//H1 : 
The following Sylvester theorem is well known [11]:
Theorem (Sylvester). Let A D faikgn1 be an arbitrary matrix and let 1 6 p 6 n: Let
us set
bik D
A

1 2 : : : p i
1 2 : : : p k
 .i; k D p C 1; : : : ; n/
and B D fbikgnpC1: Then
jBj D jA1;pjn−p−1jAj:
We present here a generalization of this theorem (proved by means of some exte-
rior algebra techniques) which may be also applied to proving some inequalities.
Theorem 3.1. Let A D faikgn1 be an arbitrary matrix and let 1 6 p 6 n: Let us set
b; D jA.f1; : : : ; pg [ I f1; : : : ; pg [ /j
for all ;   fp C 1; : : : ; ng; jj D jj D l; where l is an arbitrary fixed natural
number; 1 6 l 6 n − p: Let us now create a matrix B D fb;g putting the elements
b; in the doubly lexikographic order. Then we have
jBj D jA1;pjC
l
n−p−1  jAjCl−1n−p−1 :
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3.2, we have
b; Dj.A−1/.fp C 1; : : : ; ng n I fp C 1; : : : ; ng n /j  jAj  .−1/R1CR2
Dc;  jAj:
On the other hand, the matrix C VD fc;g is the .n − p − l/th exterior power of the
matrix .A−1/pC1;n: Therefore, by virtue of the Sylvetser–Franke’s theorem [17],
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jCj D j.A−1/pC1;njC
n−p−l−1
n−p−1 D
 jA1:pj
jAj
Cln−p−1
:
But C D 1jAjB and therefore
jBj D jCj  jAjCln−p D jA1;pjC
l
n−p−1  jAjCln−p−Cln−p−1;
which is what had to be proved. 
Remark 3.3. It is clear that for l D 1 Theorem 3.1 coincides with the Sylvester
theorem.
Proposition 3.2. Let A be a positive-definite n  n matrix and 1 6 p 6 p C l 6 n:
Then the inequality
jA1;pjC
l
n−p−1  jAjCl−1n−p−1 6
Y
jjDl
jA.f1; : : : ; pg [ I f1; : : : ; pg [ /j:
is valid.
Proof. Observe that B is a positive-definite matrix if so is A: Therefore, we may
write jBj 6 Q b due to the Hadamard inequality. Thus, accounting the previous
theorem, we arrive at the result. 
Remark 3.4. It is not difficult to see that this inequality coincides with (3.3(b))
(the Fan Ky inequality) for l D 1 and thus Proposition 3.2 may be considered as a
generalization of the Fan Ky result.
4. Inversing determinant inequalities
In this section (and in the sequel) we will need the following Proposition used for
calculation of the scalar product in Hr:
Proposition 4.1 T7U. Let f D f1 ^    ^ fr and g D g1 ^    ^ gr : Then
.f; g/Hr D .f; g/ D

.f1; g1/ : : : .f1; gr /
                    
.fr ; g1/ : : : .fr ; gr /
 :
Theorem 4.1. Let A be a positive-definite matrix with spectrum .A/ D f1 >
   > ng > 0: Let also  [  D f1; : : : ; ng and jnj D jn. \ /j D k; 1 6 k 6
n: Then the inequality
jAj 6 jA./j  jA./jjA. \ /j 6
.1   k C n−kC1    n/2
411   kn−kC1    n jAj DV ck  jAj (4.1)
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holds. In particular
jAj 6 jA1;kj  jAkC1;nj 6 ck  jAj: (4.10)
Proof. Let us first prove inequality (4.10). Let e D e1 ^    ^ ek; B D A−1: Making
use of Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 4.1 we obtain
.Ck.A/e; e/ D jA1;kj; (4.2)
..Ck.A//
−1e; e/ D .Ck.A−1/e; e/ D jB1;kj D jAkC1;njjAj
and
jA1;kj  jAkC1;nj
jAj D .Ck.A/e; e/..Ck.A//
−1e; e/:
Let us apply the Kantorovich inequality (1.6) to the operator Ck.A/ and the vector e:
According to Lemma 3.1, 1   k > Ck.A/ > n−kC1    n and thus one obtains
the required inequality.
Let us now consider the general case. One obviously has N \ N D ; and N [ N D
 \ : Let also 1 >    > m .m D n − j \ j/ be the spectrum of A−1. N [ N/:
Now inequality (4.10) implies
jA−1. N [ N/j 6 jA−1. N/j  jA−1. N/j 6 .b C a/
2
4ab
with a D 1   k and b D m−kC1   m; where kDj NjDn − jjDjnj: Now,
applying the duality Lemma 3.2, one has
jA−1. N [ N/j D jA. \ /jjAj ; jA
−1. N/j D jA./jjAj ; jA
−1. N/j D jA./jjAj :
But, according to the Poincare separation theorem [11,14]
1
1    k 6 a 6 b 6
1
n−kC1    n :
Thus, since the function f .b=a/ D .a C b/2=.4ab/ D .b=a C 1/2=.4b=a/ increases
in b=a; then one obtains the required inequality. 
Remark 4.1. The left-hand side of (4.1) and (4.10) is the well-known Hadamard–
Fisher (Fisher) inequality [5,14].
Its proof based on the exterior algebra seems to be new. The right-hand side of
(4.1) may be considered as its converse. Inequality (4.10) in the case k D 1 has been
established in [19] by a completely different method.
Inequality (4.10) may be rewritten as
1
ck
6 jAjjA1;kj  jAkC1;nj 6 1:
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Therefore the following proposition may be considered as a complement to
Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.2. Let A > B > 0: Then
jBj
jB1;kjjAkC1;nj 6
jA C Bj
jA1;k C B1;kjjAkC1;n C BkC1;nj 6
jAj
jA1;kjjBkC1;nj : (4.3)
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 3.2 and Proposition 4.1, inequality (4.3) may be rewrit-
ten as
1
.Cn−k.B/−1e; e/.Cn−k.A/e; e/
6 1
.Cn−k.A C B/−1e; e/.Cn−k.A C B/e; e/ :
Consider the matrix C; such that CBCDI; CACDDDdiag.1; : : : ; n/: Then,
setting x D Cn−k.C/−1e and y D Cn−kCe we may rewrite the inequality in the
form
1
.x; x/.Cn−k.D/y; y/
6 1
.Cn−k.I C D/y; y/.Cn−k.I C D/−1x; x/ :
Since A > B; we have D > I and therefore, comparing the coefficients under x2i y2j
we obtain the required inequality. The right part of the inequality may be deduced
similarly. 
Trying to compare Proposition 4.2 with Theorem 4.1, we arrived at the following:
Proposition 4.3. Let A > B > 0: Then
k.B/
j .A/
6 k.A C B/
j .A C B/ 8j; k 2 f1; : : : ; ng: (4.4)
Proof. Unfortunately, it turns out that the general method of this paper seems to be
unapplicable to (4.4). Therefore, we make use of some different arguments. At first
we need the following min–max representation:
k.B/
j .A/
D max
Rk;Rn−j
min
x2Rk
y2Rn−j
.Bx; x/
.Ay; y/
; (4.5)
where Rk and Rn−j are arbitrary k and n − j dimensional subspaces, respectively.
Formula (4.5) may be proved in a standard way for min–max formulas.
Thus, by virtue of (4.5), inequality (4.4) will be proved, if we establish the in-
equality
.Bx; x/
.Ay; y/
6 ..A C B/x; x/
..A C B/y; y/ 8x; y 2 H:
This inequality is obvious, since A > B: 
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The following proposition is an immediate consequence of Wielandt’s inequality
(1.13) and its additive analog (1.110), Lemma 3.1, and Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 4.4. Let A be a positive-definite matrix with spectrum .A/ D f1 >
   > ng > 0: Let also k 2 f1; : : : ; ng and ;   f1; : : : ; ng be arbitrary not coin-
ciding systems of k numbers .jj D jj D k/: Then the inequality
bk − ak
bk C ak
2
jA./j  jA./j > j det A.I /j2;
(4.6)p
bk − pak
2 jA./j > j det A.I /j2
holds with ak D 1    k and bk D n−kC1    n:
Remark 4.2. Proposition 4.4 strengthens the inequality
jA./j  jA./j > j det A.I /j2;
which seems to be known.
Bearing in mind the second proof of the Hadamard–Fisher inequality (see Section
2, inequality (3.9)) one now derives the following:
Proposition 4.5. Let; under the hypothesis of Theorem 4:1; 1 D n and H1 VD
spanfei ji 2 1g: Then the inequality
1 6
j.A.//H1 j
j.A. [ //H1 j
6 ck (4.7)
holds true with the same constant ck as in .4:1/.
The following proposition may be derived from inequality (1.7) (Corollary 1.1)
in just the same manner as Theorem 4.1 is derived from the Kantorovich inequality.
Proposition 4.6. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4:1; the inequality
0 6 jA./jjAj −
jA. \ /j
jA./j 6
.
p
bk − pak/2
akbk
(4.8)
holds with ak VD 1    k and bk VD n−kC1    n: In particular;
0 6 jA1;kjjAj −
1
jAkC1;nj 6
.
p
bk − pak/2
akbk
: (4.9)
Remark 4.3. Inequalities (4.8) and (4.9) may be considered as an additive converse
to the Hadamard–Fisher (Fisher) inequality.
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